In the following we are going to visualize the course contents of the Data Incubator Reply (DIR) with a timeline. We also give you an overview of the daily schedule. You will find detailed information about the course program in “DIR-Flyer-Curriculum”.

MOST IMPORTANT DATES AT A GLANCE

+ 23.04.2017: Application deadline for Data Incubator Reply
+ 06.05.2017: Confirmation of Acceptance
+ 07.05.2017: Beginning of enrollment process
+ 06.06.2017: Start of the course with a Kickoff-Event and Get together
+ 28.07.2017: End of the course
+ 28.08.2017: End of placement time between Sponsors and Fellows at the DIR-Program

STYLIZED COURSE OF THE DAY

+ 8:00-8:50 Coding challenge
+ 8:50-9:10 Discussion of coding challenge’s solution
+ 9:30-10:30 Morning Lecture
+ 10:30-12:00 People working in mini-projects / capstone project
+ 12:00-13:00 Lunch break
+ 13:00-14:00 Afternoon Lecture
+ 14:00-16:00 People working in mini-projects / capstone project
+ 16:00-17:00 Partner panels / Soft-skill lecture / Miniproject discussion
3-step Assessment Center in Munich

Evaluation of applications

Deadline for applications to DIR

Get Together & Kickoff in Munich

Data Wrangling for Data Science

Intro Machine Learning

Intro to Distributed Computation and Hadoop

Intro Exploratory and Explanatory Data Visualization

Capstone Project & Presentation

Advanced Machine Learning and Unstructured Data

Distributed Computing Spark and Scalding

Data Science for Business

End of the course

End of placement time